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Abstract— While packet capture has been observed in real implementations of 802.11 devices, there is a lack of accurate models
that describe the phenomenon. We present a general analytical
model and an iterative method that predicts error probabilities
and throughputs of packet transmissions with multiple senderreceiver pairs. Our model offers a more accurate prediction than
previous work by taking into account the cumulative strength of
interference signals and using the BER model to convert a signal
to interference and noise ratio value to a bit error probability.
This permits the analysis of packet reception at any transmission
rate with interference from neighbors at any set of locations. We
also prove that our iterative method converges, and we verify the
accuracy of our model through simulations in Qualnet. Last,
we present a rate assignment algorithm to reduce the average
delay as an application of our analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
802.11 networks have become so pervasive that it is not uncommon for individual users to install and use their own access
points such that the different users’ transmissions collide and
interfere with one another. However, even with the existing
interference, when a client is within a few meters of its access
point, transmissions can still be received through a collision.
This phenomenon is called physical layer capture [1].
Most research on physical layer capture has focused only
on infrastructure networks where many client nodes transmit
to one access point [2], [3], [4], [5]. Moreover, these papers
consider simplified models of 802.11 DCF operations. Only
[6] and [7] provide a model for networks with multiple
senders and receivers running a collision avoidance protocol
such as 802.11 DCF. However, these works assume that only
transmissions from neighboring nodes within a circular area
can collide, and that all transmissions involved in a collision
completely fail. However, the authors of [8] point out that
the cumulative strength of interference affect the absolute
performance of a protocol.
In this paper, we provide an analytical model to describe
the general effect of interference, including packet capture.
Our model considers the cumulative strength of interference
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signals from all neighbors and can be extended to model other
physical layer effects such as shadowing and multipath fading.
We also present an iterative method to compute and solve the
complex equations in the model, and prove that our method
converges. We then verify the accuracy of these results through
simulation. Last, we present a rate assignment algorithm as an
application of our model and analysis. The algorithm assigns
transmission rates to all senders to reduce the average delivery
time of the network.
The rest of our paper is structured as follows: section II
reviews related work. Section III describes packet capture in
802.11. Section IV presents our modeling and analysis of
interference. Section V presents simulation results with the
network simulator Qualnet to support the analysis in the
previous section. In Section VI, we present our algorithm to
reduce expected delays, and conclude in section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In [9] and [10], the authors perform real experiments
with 802.11 implementations that demonstrate the effect of
packet capturing. In [9], the authors empirically show that
physical layer capture in 802.11b occurs more frequently than
was previously accounted for in simulation. They identify
that frames with strong signal power can be captured even
when they arrive later than a signal being received. They
investigate existing 802.11b simulators, ns-2 and Qualnet,
which assume that packet capturing occurs only if the stronger
frame arrives first at the receiver, and observe that in reality,
throughput unfairness can be significantly (up to 15 %) higher
than what is assumed these simulators. [10] presents empirical
results for 802.11 ad hoc networks that indicate that the packet
capture may have a significant effect on the performance of
an ad hoc 802.11 network despite the use of the RTS-CTSDATA-ACK 4-way handshake.
In [2], the authors present capture probabilities under a
variety of capturing assumptions. Here, experiments on an
infrastructure network evaluate the system performance in
the presence of multipath fading. [3] investigates the capture
effects for a wireless local area network (LAN) system in the
presence of multipath, shadowing, and near-far effects. [4] also
analyzes the effect of capturing over theoretical throughput
and delay of a traffic-saturated 802.11b basic service area in
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III. PACKET C APTURE IN 802.11
There are numerous scenarios in which clients are very close
to their 802.11 wireless access points, such as in office and
residential units. Since signals from neighboring transmissions
are often weaker at the receiving end than the primary, desired
transmission, some transmitted packets can be “captured”,
even through collisions. Figure 1 shows simulation results that
plot the cumulative throughput of sender-receiver pairs on the
y-axis as the number of these pairs is varied along the x-axis
for several transmission rates. x Senders are positioned in the
center of x rooms in an area 200 × 200 square meters. Each
sender’s Receiver is placed randomly at a distance 10 meters
from the sender. Detailed simulation parameters are found in
section V. With this node placement, we perform a simulation
in Qualnet and measure total throughputs varying physical
layer transmission rates. The results show that transmitting at
low speeds performs better due to the capture effect as the
number of pairs
In Figure 1, transmitting at lower rates yields higher
throughput as the number of nodes increases. This is because
packets are captured with lower probability for high transmission rates. When a sender-receiver pair has only a small
number of neighbors, packets transmitted at low rates are not
lost (i.e., 100 % of packets are captured at receivers) and
throughput linearly increases with the number of nodes. As
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Infrastructure and Ad hoc configurations. In another paper [5],
the authors estimate the influence that the capture effect has
on the capacity of IEEE 802.11b DCF within a single picocell.
However, all works except for [4] analyze only transmissions
from client nodes to one access point, which is located in
the center of a single cell. Even though [4] considers nodes
operating in ad-hoc mode, all of [3], [4], [5] simply assume
that all senders schedule their transmissions at each slot with
the same probability. If each transmission experiences errors
with different probabilities, the assumption is invalid. [2] does
not take MAC operations into consideration.
Traditional 802.11 DCF analysis such as [11], [12] use the
same assumption that the error probability of a transmission
is the constant and equal for all nodes. This assumption
cannot handle packet captures at differing sender-receiver
distances. [13] provides one of the first analytical models
of the IEEE 802.11 DCF where both capture and hidden
terminals are considered. However, the authors draw a virtual
circle around a sender and a receiver and when any nodes
transmit at the same time as the sender, the packet from the
sender is lost. This assumption also carries over to [6] and
[7]. In [6], transmissions are assumed to be corrupt if any
nodes within the carrier-sensing range of the sender or the
receiver start sending packets during the transmissions. With
this assumption, analysis is simpler but cannot account for
packet capturing ([6]) or the effect of multiple interfering
nodes ([6], [7]). Moreover, analysis techniques in [6] do not
compute throughputs if there are more than 10 neighbors
around one node (i.e., when a ≥ (n − 1)−1 where a is 0.1107
for 802.11a and n is the number of neighbors).
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Fig. 1.

The effect of packet capturing on cumulative throughput.

the number of neighbors is increased, packet loss rates escalate
and throughput reduces as a result.
IV. N UMERICAL A NALYSIS
A. System Throughput
In the analysis, we assume that each sender always has
packets to send (i.e., is saturated) and transmits at a fixed
rate in the range of r1 to rs . Note that different senders can
have different transmission rates. Furthermore, we assume that
senders are sufficiently close to their receivers so that they
do not experience any packet losses in the absence of any
collisions.
We use Bianchi’s approximation [11] in our model: each
packet is lost with a constant and independent probability regardless of the number of retransmissions attempted. However,
unlike [11], we do not assume the probability must be the same
for all senders as in. Each sender has its own error probability,
which depends on the activities of the other senders and the
channel condition. Let pi denote the error probability for node
i. If pi is equal to zero, packets from node i are completely
captured by its receiver, which is not modeled by Bianchi’s
work. Similar work with different error probabilities is found
in [14].
Given the error probability, MAC protocols can be viewed
as dynamic systems whose feedback information is the probability pi and the corresponding output is the transmission
probability τi at each slot [6]. Under saturated conditions, τi
can be obtained for 802.11 DCF via the Markov model in [11].
τi

=

2(1 − 2pi )
,
(1 − 2pi )(W0 + 1) + pi W0 (1 − (2pi )m )

(1)

where W0 is the minimum contention window size and m is
the value such that the maximum contention window size is
equal to 2m W0 .
For simplicity, we derive a linear equation to estimate τi .
This is done by calculating values of τi using Equation 1,
varying pi from 0 to 0.7 at increments of 0.05 and applying
the least squares method to the sample data. As a result, we
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approximate τi as max (β − αpi , 0). Applying 802.11a operating parameters, we calculate that α to be 0.180820691 and
β is 0.128201376 with the coefficient of determination equal
to 0.991393081. Note that the coefficient of determination is
an indicator of how well the linear equation fits. It ranges in
value from 0 to 1 and the coefficient 0.991393081 indicates
that there is almost a perfect correlation in the estimated and
actual value of τi .
Next, we consider the system throughput. We assume that
all nodes are within a single carrier-sensing range; each node
can sense signals from all other nodes and nodes do not
need to exchange RTS/CTS messages to reserve the channel.
Since each node independently schedules its transmission, the
probability
that no senders start transmissions in a given slot is

(1
−
τ
).
If any node begins a transmission at the slot, the
i
i
channel is occupied during the transmission time and a new
backoff slot begins after time DIFS from the transmission.
Let PT X (A) be the
 transmission probability of a node set A,
which equals 1 − i∈A (1 − τi ). The average interval time TS
between two adjacent backoff slots is given by:
TS

= TSLOT (1 − PT X (N )) +
(TT X + TDIF S )PT X (N ),

(2)

where TSLOT and TDIF S are the slot times, the DIFS duration
in 802.11, and N is a set of all senders.
TT X denotes the average transmission time. Note that if
there is a collision, the total transmission time equals the
longest time of transmissions involved in the collision. Let
a node set Ri include all senders transmitting at rate ri , with
the rates ri be arranged in ascending order (that is, ri < rj for
1 ≤ i < j ≤ s). Given the transmission probability PT X (Ri ),
the transmission time TT X (ri ), TT X equates to:

s

PT X (Ri ) j<i (1 − PT X (Rj ))
.(3)
TT X =
TT X (ri )
PT X (N )
i=1
TT X (ri ) = TDAT A (ri ) + TSIF S + TACK (ri ) + 2δ, where δ
is the maximum propagation delay. Note that we include the
transmission time of acknowledgment. If a received packet is
corrupted, the receiver does not respond to it. However, since
close distance between sender and receiver allows many packets to be captured, receivers may reply with acknowledgments
at high probability even when collisions occur. Our simulation
results in Section V justify this assumption.
We consider the average number of delivered packets during
time TS , by assuming that a success of every transmission
from node i is independently determined by the error probability pi . Given the transmission probability τi , the average
number of delivered packets is:

τi (1 − pi ).
(4)
NS =
i

Finally, using TS and NS , the total throughput T is given
by Equation 5.
T

=

NS × L
,
TS

(5)

where L is the packet length in bits.
So far, we have computed the total throughput from the
error probabilities of all nodes. The error probabilities are
determined by distances to and the transmission probabilities
of interferers. In the next section, we will consider in depth
the relationship between the error probabilities and the activity
of neighbors.
B. Interference Range
Although there is a significant body of literature that analyzes 802.11 MAC behavior, most of them are based on
Bianchi’s work [11], which assumes that all collisions result
in packet losses. The assumption is valid only when all
senders are close to each other and interference signals are
strong enough to corrupt transmissions. In other cases, some
packets can be delivered without errors even through their
transmissions overlap in terms of time.
Another approach is to draw a virtual circle around a node
and consider only nodes with the range as in [6]. That is, if
any nodes within the range transmit during a transmission of
the center node, the packet from the center node is lost. This
is a reasonable assumption if only two senders are involved in
a collision. In 802.11, the error probability of a transmission
sharply decreases as the signal to interference and noise ratio
(SNIR) grows over a certain threshold. Any signal that is
weaker than the threshold can be ignored.
If, however, more than two senders are involved in a collision, the cumulative strength of multiple interference signals
must be considered. For example, according to simulation
results in Qualnet, the SNIR threshold for reception of
1000-byte packets at 54 Mbps without error is 19.68 dB
while complete loss occurs for an SNIR value 17.85 dB.
The strength of signals from two senders at the same location is 3 dB larger than that from a single sender and
the cumulative strength makes a significantly changes the
error probability at the receiver. Note that the higher the
transmission probability (τi ), the more often such concurrent
transmissions occur. As an example, given 36 senders and
assuming the transmission probability is 0.05 for all senders,
the probability
concurrently
36 twoi or more neighbors
36where
36−i
0.05
(1
−
0.05)
=
0.543270694.
transmit is
i=2 i
The transmission probability 0.05 is value commonly used in
our simulation. The concurrent transmission probability, which
is more than half, can not be ignored.
Let us define some additional notation that will facilitate
the discussion of concurrent transmissions. Let N be a node
set and 2N be the power set of N . Define Ti (J) be the
probability that, with the possible exception of node i, only
nodes in the subset J of N schedules
their transmissions at a

given slot. That is, Ti (J) = j∈J τj k∈N −(J∪{i}) (1 − τk ).
For example, the probability of concurrent
 transmissions from
two nodes j and k is Ti ({j, k}) = τj τk l∈N −{i,j,k} (1 − τl ).
Similarly,we can extend the definition such that Ti,m (J) =

j∈J τj
k∈N −(J∪{i,m}) (1 − τk ).
Next, we introduce interference functions. Interference function fri (J) maps a given interference signal strength from all
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nodes in J to a packet error probability at transmission rate ri .
In our method, fri first computes the total signal strength from
nodes in a given set J and calculates the signal to noise and
interference ratio (SNIR) as in [15]. With the result, it maps
the SNIR to a bit error probability using the mapping table we
derive from Qualnet, and finally calculates a packet error
probability with a given packet size. Other mapping tables
based on experimental results can be used.
Note that other effects of the physical channel can be
considered in the interference function. If packets are lost with
probability qi without interference, a new interference function
fr i (J) = fri (J) + (1 − fri (J))qi , can be used to account for
the channel losses. Shadowing and multipath fading can be
reflected in similar ways.
Using this notation, the error probability pi of a transmission
from node i is:

fri (J)Ti (J).
(6)
pi =
J⊂2N −{i}

In order to compute the system throughput, all we need do is
solve Equation 6 and τi = β −αpi , which is an approximation
of Equation 1. However, Equation 6 is not linear and is hard
to solve, especially when the number of nodes is large. Hence,
we develop an iteration method, which is presented in the next
section.
C. Iteration Method
Our iteration method starts with initial error probabilities
and interference functions and computes new error probabilities as in Algorithm 1. Each iteration consists of two loops.
The first loop computes τjk for all node i and the second loop
calculates new probabilities pki from the computed τik in the
previous steps. The algorithm repeats all steps K times. Note
that K is a constant number and independent of the number
of nodes.
Algorithm 1 Iteration Method
1: Let p0i be the initial error probability for node i, and set
p0i = 0.
2: for k = 1 to K do
3:
for all node i do
4:
compute τik by τik = max (β − αpik−1 , 0)
5:
end for
6:
for all node i do
7:
using the computed τjk , calculate Tik (J) and a new
probability pki via Equation 6
8:
end for
9: end for
With n nodes, computing pki at step 7 of Algorithm 1 takes
O(nn ) time because |J| can be up to n − 1 in Equation 6 and
calculating Tik (J) takes O(n|J| ). To reduce computation time,
we consider only subsets whose size is less than or equal to
some value t. The approximation of pi with this size limit t
is given by Equation 7.

pi



=

fri (J)Ti (J).

(7)

J⊂2N −{i} ,|J|≤t

If subsets with size t or less are taken from the power set,
computation time of Equation 6 drops to O(nt ). Repeating
the iteration K times increases the total computation time by
a constant factor, and thus the total time of our method is
O(nt ). Note that the computation proposed in [6] takes O(n3 )
in general. In Section V, we show the accuracy of the iterative
method as a function of t.
Now, we prove the convergence of our method. Let Dik =
k
|pi −pik−1 | and Dk = maxi (Dik ). The key idea is to show Dk ,
the maximum difference between two adjacent iteration steps
monotonically decreases. With the property, pik−1 − Dk−1 <
pki < pik−1 + Dk−1 and pki converges into a small range after
finite iterations. Four lemmas are introduced first to support
our theorem.
Lemma 1: 2|τik − τik−1 | < Dik−1 .
Proof: Since τik = β − αpik−1 , |τik − τik−1 | is equal to
k−1
|, which is αDik−1 . Because α < 1/2 in 802.11,
α|pi −pk−2
i
k−1
is less than Dik−1 . The lemma is proved.
2αDi
k
Now we arrive Lemma 2, which shows inequality of |τm
−
k−1
τm |.
k
k−1
− τm
| ≥ |τjk − τjk−1 |, then we have that
Lemma 2: If |τm
k
k−1
k k
|τm
− τm
| is greater than or equal to the sum of |τm
τj −
k−1
k−1 k−1
k
k
k−1
τm τj | and |τm (1 − τj ) − τm (1 − τj )|.
k
k−1
Proof: Let τm
− τm
be δm and τjk − τjk−1 be δj . With
δm and δj , the first part is:
k k
k−1 k−1
τm
τj − τm
τj

k k
k
= τm
τj − (τm
− δm )(τjk − δj )
k
= δm τjk + δj τm
− δm δj .

(8)

Now consider the second part.
k
k−1
τm
(1 − τjk ) − τm
(1 − τjk−1 )
k
= δm − (δm τjk + δj τm
− δm δj ).

(9)

To use |A| + |B| = max (|A − B|, |A + B|), we compute
sum and difference of the two parts. From Equation 8 and 9,
k
+ δm τjk −
the sum is |δm |. The difference is given by |2(δj τm
k
+ τjk −
δm δj ) − δm )|, which is less than or equal to |δm (2(τm
δj ) − 1)| because |δm | ≥ |δj |.
k
and τjk is less than or equal to β for any
Note that τm
k. Since β is less than 1/4 and τj − δj ≤ τj , we have that
k
+ τjk − δj < 1/2. Thus, the difference becomes less than
τm
|δm |. We have shown that both of the sum and the difference
is less than or equal to |δm | and the lemma is proved.
We introduce the following notations and Lemma 3.
k
k k
k−1 k−1
(J) = τm
Ti,m (J)−τm
Ti,m (J).
Definition 1: Let ∆Ti,m
k
With three variables i, m, j, define ∆Ti,m,j (J) such that
k
k k k
k−1 k−1 k−1
∆Ti,m,j
(J) = τm
τj Ti,m,j (J) − τm
τj Ti,m,j (J).
k
Definition 2: ∆Ti,m (J) (with an inverse of variable M )
k−1
k
k
k−1
denotes the expression (1−τm
)Ti,m
(J)−(1−τm
)Ti,m
(J).
k
For three variables, we can similarly define that ∆Ti,m,j (J)
k−1
k
k
k−1
denotes τm
(1 − τjk )Ti,m,j
(J) − τm
(1 − τjk−1 )Ti,m,j
(J).
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Lemma 3: Given set N , let
/ N.
a set N be N ∪{j} kand j ∈
k−1
k
= 1, then | J∈2N  −{i,m,j} aJ ∆Ti,m,j (J)| =
If τj = τj

k
| J∈2N −{i,m} aJ ∆Ti,m
(J)| for any aJ , 0 ≤ aJ ≤ 1.
Proof: It is trivial to show that N  − {i, m, j} = N −
k
(J) =
{i, m}. This is because j is not in either J or N , Ti,m,j
k
Ti,m (J) by definition. Now, we have that:
k
∆Ti,m,j
(J)

k k k
k−1 k−1 k−1
= τm
τj Ti,m,j (J) − τm
τj Ti,m,j (J)
k k
k−1 k−1
Ti,m,j (J) − τm
Ti,m,j (J)
= τm

=
=

k k
Ti,m (J)
τm
k
∆Ti,m
(J).

−

k
aJ∪{j} ∆Ti,m
(J ∪ {j}) +

J⊂2N −{i,m}



J⊂2N −{i,m}

k
aJ ∆Ti,m
(J)

J






A

J



k
aJ ∆Ti,m,j
(J)|

≤

J

k
aJ ∆Ti,m,j
(J) . (11)



B

k
|τm
(1 − τjk ) −
k−1
(1 − τjk−1 )|.
τm

(10)

k
k−1
to be less than or equal to |τm
(1 − τjk ) − τm
(1 − τjk−1 )|.
Note that two inequalities we have are true for any numbers
aJ in the range of 0 to 1.
Now, we prove the lemma for size n sets. Consider a set
N  that have n nodes. Let N  = N ∪ {j}. Then, we have that:

k
aJ  ∆Ti,m
(J  )



k
aJ∪{j} ∆Ti,m,j
(J) +

Applying the inequality we got above to Part A and B in
Equation 11, we obtain the following.

k
k k
k−1 k−1
|
aJ∪{j} ∆Ti,m,j
(J)| ≤ |τm
τj − τm
τj | (12)

J

Thus, the lemma is proved.
Using the definitions and Lemma 2 and 3, the next lemma
k
(J) is bounded.
shows that the sum of ∆Ti,m
Lemma 4: Consider node set N and nodes i, m ∈ N .
k
k−1
−τm
| is greater than or equal to |τjk −τjk−1 |,
Assume that |τm
where
For any numbers aJ , 0 ≤ aJ ≤ 1,
 j ∈ N − {i, m}.
k
k
k−1
a
∆T
(J)|
≤ |τm
− τm
|. In addition, we
| J∈2N −{i,m}
J
i,m

k
k
k−1
− τm
|.
have that | J∈2N −{i,m} aJ ∆Ti,m (J)| ≤ |τm
k
Proof: Recall that Ti,m (J) is the probability that only
nodes in a subset J among N − {i, m} transmit at the same
k
(φ) is 1 by definition. We prove
slot. When N = {i, m}, Ti,m
the lemma by mathematical
induction.

k
k
(J)| is |aφ ∆Ti,m
(φ)|,
First, let N = {i, m}. | J aJ ∆Ti,m
k
k−1
which becomes |aφ (τm − τm )|.
Now, assume that the lemma is true for all node sets
N with n − 1 elements. Consider a set N  such that it

first prove that
has
 n nodes and N k = N ∪ {j}.k We
k−1 k−1
τj |. As| J∈2N  −{i,m,j} aJ ∆Ti,m,j (J)| ≤ |τm τjk − τm
k−1
k
= 1. From Lemma 3, the left side of
sume that τj = τj

k
the inequality is equal to | J∈2N −{i,m} aJ ∆Ti,m
(J)|. Since
the lemma is valid for any size n − 1 sets, the expression is
k
k−1
k k
k−1 k−1
−τm
|, which is |τm
τj −τm
τj |.
less than or equal to |τm
k−1
k
< 1. Take out m and j from the set
Consider τj , τj
k
N  and put in two new nodes m and j  such that τm
 =
k−1
k−1
k k
k−1 k−1
k
and τj  = τj 
= 1. With
τm τ j , τ m  = τ m τ j
k
k
(J) = ∆Ti,m
the two new nodes, ∆Ti,m,j
 j  (J). We obtain


k
k
that | J aJ ∆Ti,m,j (J)| = | J aJ ∆Ti,m ,j  (J)|. Since the
lemma is valid adding such a node j  to any size n − 1 sets,
k−1
k
the expression becomes less than or equal to |τm
 − τm |,
k k
k−1 k−1
which is |τm τj − τmτj |.
k
In the same way, | J∈2N −{i,m,j} aJ ∆Ti,m,j
(J)| is proved

=



|

k−1 k−1
τm
Ti,m (J)

J  ⊂2N  −{i,m}



=

(13)

Compute the sum of part A and B as follows:
k k
k−1 k−1
|Part A + B| ≤ |τm
τj − τm
τj | +
k
k−1
(1 − τjk ) − τm
(1 − τjk−1 )|
|τm

≤

k
k−1
|τm
− τm
|.

(Lemma 2)

(14)

By Equation 14, the first part of Lemma 4 is proved. The
k
k
second part of Lemma 4 is proved in this way. Let τm
= 1−τm
k−1
k−1

and τm = 1 − τm . Putting node m instead of m keeps
the number of elements in set N to be the same as before. By
the first part of the lemma, we have the following:

k
k
k−1
aJ ∆Ti,m
≤ |τm
− τm
|
|
 (J)|
J∈2N −{i,m }
k
k−1
− (1 − τm
)|
= |1 − τm
k
k−1
= |τm
− τm
|.

(15)

Thus, the second part is proved.
The following theorem proves Dk < Dk−1 for all k > 1
using Lemma 1 to 4.
Theorem 1 (Monotonicity of the Maximum Difference):
With any initial values p0i and any interference function fi ,
each iteration k in our method satisfies the monotonicity of
the maximum difference Dk .
k−1
= Dk−1 . For any other node i in the
Proof: Let Dm
k
node set N , pi can be expressed by the following:

k
k
fri (J ∪ {m})Ti,m
(J) +
pki = τm
J⊂2N −{i,m}
k
(1 − τm
)



k
fri (J)Ti,m
(J)

(16)

J⊂2N −{i,m}

Note that fri (J) is independent of this process. From
Equation 16, Dik is given by:
Dik

= |pki − pk−1
|
 i
k k
= |
fri (J ∪ {m})τm
Ti,m (J) +
J



k
k
fri (J)(1 − τm
)Ti,m
(J) −

J


k−1 k−1
fri (J ∪ {m})τm
Ti,m (J) +
(
J


k−1
k−1
fri (J)(1 − τm
)Ti,m
(J))|

J
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= |



k
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(J) +

J



k
fri (J)∆Ti,m
(J)|
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(18)

J

By Lemma 4 and 1,
Dik

≤
<

k
k−1
|τm
− τm
|+
k−1
k−1
Dm = D

k
|τm

−

k−1
τm
|

(19)

From Equation 19, we arrive at the inequality for all nodes
i except m. Let node n have the next largest difference in step
(k − 1). That is Dnk−1 = maxi=m Dik−1 . For node m, pkm can
be given by:

k
frm (J ∪ {n})Tm,n
(J) +
pkm = τnk
J⊂2N −{m,n}

(1 − τnk )



k
frm (J)Tm,n
(J)

(20)

J⊂2N −{m,n}

By the same reasoning as in Equation 18 to 19, we can
k
< Dnk−1 , which is less or equal to Dk−1 .
obtain that Dm
k
< Dk−1 for node m.
Thus, we have that Dm
We have proved Lemma 4 for the sum over all subsets of
2N −{i,m} . However, we can have the same lemma for the sum
of some subsets that have up to t elements. That is because
we can set aJ = 0 for all J, |J| > t. The new lemma follows
without proof.
Lemma 5: Consider node set N and nodes i, m ∈ N .
k
k−1
−τm
| is greater than or equal to |τjk −τjk−1 |,
Assume that |τm
where j ∈ 
N − {i, m}. Given t ≤ |N − {i, m}|, for any numk
k
k−1
(J)| ≤ |τm
− τm
|.
bers aJ , | J∈2N −{i,m} ,|J|≤t aJ ∆Ti,m

k
In addition, | J∈2N −{i,m} ,|J|≤t aJ ∆Ti,m (J)| is less than or
k
k−1
equal to |τm
− τm
|.
With Lemma 1 and 5, we can obtain the following corollary
using the same reasoning as was used in Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 (Theorem 1 with the Maximum Set Size t):
With any initial values p0i and any interference function
fi , each iteration k computing Equation 7 instead of 6 in
our method also satisfies the monotonicity of the maximum
difference Dk .
In the next section, we compare our analysis with simulations varying t.
V. S IMULATION AND V ERIFICATION
A. Simulation Tool and Modification
We use Qualnet [16] for our simulations. Qualnet is a
commercial version of GloMoSim, which provides a very accurate and realistic simulation environment [8]. For example,
Qualnet calculates the power of interference as the sum of
all signals other than the one being received. Qualnet also
uses the BER based model, which probabilistically decides
whether or not each frame is received successfully based on the

frame length. ns-2 [17], probably the most popular network
simulator in the open source domain, simply compares the
strength of each interference signal with a predetermined
signal-to-noise ratio threshold (CPThresh) to determine the
packet corruption.
When evaluating our model based on Qualnet, we identified several problems in 802.11 and its simulators. The
problems are 1) unfairness from Extended IFS (EIFS), 2)
capturing only frames that arrive first, and 3) using backoff
timers in nanosecond units. The next three sections explain
what the problems that exhibited these behaviors are and how
we accounted for and fixed them in our simulations.
B. Fairness and EIFS
In the 802.11 standard [18], the EIFS must be used by
the 802.11 MAC layer (DCF) whenever a frame transmission
begins but does not result in the correct reception of a complete
MAC frame. If a node is already in its EIFS duration, what
should it do if it again receives a corrupted frame? One
solution is to start another EIFS interval after the channel is
idle, since it may need to wait for a following acknowledgment
frame. This approach was implemented in Qualnet and
ns-2.
The approach does avoid conflicts but is not very fair.
Figure 2 depicts this issue, using three pairs of senders
and receivers that are within the same carrier-sensing and
interference range. All three senders can sense signals from
one another and all collisions result in packet losses. Their
transmission ranges, however, are different. Only node pairs
of B and C can communicate. Sender A and Receiver A can
talk to each other but can not hear from the other nodes. This
usually happens when a sender transmits packets at high rates
such as 54 Mbps in 802.11a, where only nodes close to the
senders can overhear.
We performed simulations with the same topology in Figure 2 and plotted the results in Figure 3. Running the original
Qualnet implementation produced a very unfair bandwidth
allocation. The result is denoted by “EIFS On”. With the EIFS
rule, a sender must go into EIFS mode and wait until either
receiving an error-free frame or sensing that the channel is idle
for a long time. If Sender C starts its transmission, Sender
A does not correctly receive the signal and goes into the
EIFS mode. Note that Sender B can receive the frame and
may access the channel via 802.11 backoff. Transmission from
Sender B also keeps Sender A in the EIFS state but allows
Sender C to access the channel. By repeating this process,
Sender A stays in the EIFS state and Sender B and C share
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TABLE I
T RANSMISSION E RROR P ROBABILITY OF N ODE PAIRS

fair sharing by three senders. Note that intuitively, sender B
must gain lower throughput because its average distance to
neighbors is shorter than the other nodes’. Table I shows in
clear that more frequent transmission errors occur to sender B
not using the EIFS, which matches our intuition.
C. Correct Physical Layer Capture Model

EIFS On
EIFS Off
EIFS Off & Capture

Pair A
0.06744
0.09146
0.07785

Pair B
0.06899
0.10537
0.10242

Pair C
0.06661
0.08706
0.07385

the channel, even though the collision probabilities of three
senders are almost the same as shown in Table I.
To address this problem, we introduce the following two approaches. Z. Li et al also present a solution with modification
of the 802.11 protocol [19].
1) No EIFS duration: if all nodes are within the same
carrier-sensing range, we do not need to use the EIFS
duration. Acknowledgments have a higher priority and
senders defer their transmissions by sensing the signal.
No explicit delay after receiving error frames is required.
Moreover, some 802.11 chipsets such as Atheros have a
configurable EIFS duration. By setting the EIFS duration
to the same as DIFS, we can effectively eliminate the
delay.
2) Low speed transmissions of RTS/CTS and acknowledgments: transmitting RTS/CTS and acknowledgments at
low speeds increases the communication range and lets
neighbor nodes exit the EIFS state. Note that receiving
an error-free frame permits nodes to revert to the normal
802.11 backoff process. However, the carrier-sensing
range is usually larger than the communication range and
even low-speed transmissions may not reach all neighbor
nodes. In special cases, the sending of RTS/CTS and
acknowledgments at low transmission rates significantly
reduces the channel efficiency.
We perform our simulation without the EIFS rule and
Assume that all nodes are within the same carrier-sensing
range. This is because we do not focus on the fairness problem
in this paper and our analysis results may be used to identify
reasonable fairness for all nodes. Throughput without the EIFS
rule is denoted by “EIFS Off” in Figure 3, which shows

Kochut et al point out in their paper [9] that in reality, a
variety of 802.11 wireless cards accept frames with stronger
signals regardless of whether the frame arrives before or after
reception has started. That is, if a stronger signal comes within
the physical layer preamble of the frame being received, the
stronger frame is instead captured. They show this empirically
and demonstrate that neither Qualnet nor ns-2 models this
kind of capturing. They provide a patch for ns-2 but not for
Qualnet.
We modify Qualnet to accept stronger signals even after
starting a frame reception. Simulations in this paper have been
done with the modified version and some results are shown
and denoted by “EIFS Off & Capture” in Figure 3 and Table I.
The impact of this modification is not very significant for the
cases we consider because receivers are much closer to their
senders in comparison to the interference sources.
D. Slot Synchronization
According to the 802.11 standard, if the medium is busy at
any time during a backoff slot, the backoff procedure must be
suspended without decreasing the value of the backoff timer.
However, in Qualnet, the backoff timer is decreased by
propagation delays, which causes time desynchronization.
For example, consider three 802.11 nodes A, B and C as
shown in Figure 4. At time T1 , they are perfectly synchronized.
Node A and C starts transmission and node B senses the
signals after the propagation delay time, δ. In Qualnet, node
B simply pauses its backoff timer at this time. Assuming node
B’s timer value at time T1 is T , the timer pauses at time T2
with a value of T − δ.
Let node A and C choose a new timer value T after
the collision. At time T4 , after a pause due to the previous
collision, all nodes resume their backoff procedures. Since
node B first determines that the channel is idle, it starts
decreasing its backoff timer a time δ before than the others.
That is why we plot the time line T4 as an angle bracket. Let
T5 = T − δ time after T4 and T6 be T time after T4 . Node A
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TABLE II
802.11 A O PERATION PARAMETERS

32

200
16

47

31

48

15

111

Physical Layer
Frequency
5 GHz
Path Loss Model
Two Ray
Shadowing Model
Constant
Shadowing Mean
4 dB
Fading Model
None
Temperature
290 K
Noise Factor
7
Tx Power
16 dBm
Rx Sensitivity
-87 dB
Antenna
Omnidirectional
Antenna Efficiency
0.8
Antenna Loss
0.5 dB
Antenna Height
1.5 m

MAC Layer
MAC Protocol
DCF
Slot Time
9 µs
SIFS Time
16 µs
DIFS Time
34 µs
CWmin
15
CWmax
1023
MAC Header
28 bytes
ACK Frame Size
14 bytes
Retry Number
7 times
Access Mode
Basic
Connection Mode
Ad Hoc
Routing Protocol
STAR
STAR Mode
LORA

and C would try transmission at T6 , but node B, whose timer
value is T − δ, starts earlier at T5 . The signal reaches nodes
A and C δ before T6 and node B avoids a collision.
In the 802.11 standard, however, all transmissions from the
three nodes must collide since the selected timer values are the
same. To guarantee the correct operation, the standard requires
node B reset its timer value to T when sensing a signal at
T2 . This prevents backoff timers from drifting as much as
propagation delays.
The time desynchronization in Qualnet allows some
nodes to have unreasonably lower collision rates than others.
Using the original version of Qualnet, the collision probabilities are reduced to a half of what our analysis expected.
For our simulations, we have used our modified version of
Qualnet with a decreasing timer as specified in the 802.11
standard.
E. Simulation Parameters
1) Radio Channel Model: We validate our analysis model
and algorithm, using the two-ray path loss model [20]. Multipath fading is not considered. As we mentioned in the previous
section. However, other physical layer effect including multipath fading can be take into consideration with interference
functions. Table II shows 802.11a physical layer parameters
for our simulations.
2) 802.11a Operation Parameters: In our simulation, each
node runs 802.11 DCF without RTS/CTS exchanges. The
maximum retransmission number is 7, the same as the 802.11
default value. Each sender and receiver pair is connected
in ad hoc mode. We use the STAR (Source Tree Adaptive
Routing) routing protocol [21] to prevent the routing protocol
from obstructing data transmissions. The protocol operates in
LORA mode, where STAR attempts to provide viable, if not
necessarily optimal (according to delay metrics) paths to each
destination. The message send frequency is set to 100 seconds
and packet drops do not trigger routing protocol recovery
procedures.
3) CBR Application and Node Placement: Each sender
transmits UDP/IP packets to one predetermined receiver using
the same CBR source rate. The packet size is 540 bytes
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64 node pairs placed with random seed 79.

including UDP and IP header. The CBR application supplies
packets to the sender as fast as it can, hence senders always
have packets to send in their buffers.
We place pairs of senders and receivers in a 200 × 200
square-meter area. The number of sender-receiver pairs is
varied from 1 to 64. Given the number of pairs, we locate
pairs at random points, varying the random location for each
simulation run. The area is divided into small but equal-sized
square spaces and each sender-receiver pair is put in a random
square within a space. We arrange senders and receivers from
bottom to top and from left to right. Senders with node Id
1 + 16n are thus located at the bottom. If the number of pairs
is less than the number of squares, some squares are empty.
Our node placement emulates typical office and resident
environments, where one private access point is installed
somewhere in each room and only one client is connected
to it a few meters away. The distance between a sender and
its receiver is fixed to 10 meters unless specified otherwise.
This is close enough so that packets are received at 54 Mbps
without any errors if no other transmissions collide. A sample
node placement is shown in Figure 5
F. Complexity and Accuracy of Analysis
To reduce the computation time of our analysis, we have
suggested keeping t small. Recall that t in Equation 7 limits
the number of interferers; when t = 1, only one interfering
sender is considered to compute the error probability. For
t = 2, all pairs of two concurrent senders are considered.
To evaluate the effect of t, we perform the analysis with t
from 1 to 3 and Figure 6 shows the results. We have repeated
our iteration step ten times (i.e., K in Algorithm 1 is set to
10).
Figure 6 plots the results, depicting the ratio of analytical results over simulation results. In Figure 6, analysis considering
only one interferer overestimates the average throughputs. This
is because a sender has more than one concurrent interferer as
the number of senders grows. When considering an increasing
number of concurrent interferers, the analysis error reduces
and the results from our analysis approach the simulation
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Fig. 6. Analysis results varying the complexity parameter t. Analysis error
is measured as the throughput difference from the expectation by our analysis
over the simulation result. Results from 54 Mbps transmissions are displayed.
The results indicate that for larger number of senders, more interferers must
be considered.
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G. Analysis Verification
Figure 7 shows the cumulative throughputs of 9, 25, 49 and
64 node pairs with 10 different random topologies. We do
not present results for 1, 4, 16 and 36 node pairs due to space
limitations. Figures from 10 to 13, however, include all results
with all numbers of pairs.
In Figure 7, the first 10 black bars represent the throughputs
of 9 node pairs with 10 topologies. The next 10 black bars
are for 25 node pairs and so on. White bars next to black
bars show the expected throughputs from our analysis with
the same topology and the same number of node pairs.
Even though we have omitted some results, the accuracy of
our analysis is clear. For 36 Mbps transmissions, the analysis
on small numbers of node pairs achieves higher accuracy, but
the ratio of analysis to simulation results are limited at around
12 percent. For 54 Mbps, the accuracy is more enhanced and
the errors to simulation results are less than 6 percent.
To verify our analysis on throughput and error probability
for each individual node, we pick the worst error cases in
Figure 7. One is 64 node pairs (i.e., 128 nodes) at 36 Mbps
with random seed 79 and the other is 64 node pairs at 54
Mbps with seed 73. Node placements with random seed 79 is
depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 8 and 9 depict individual throughputs and error
probabilities from the analysis and simulations. In the graphs,
the x axis contains the node pair ID, and the y axis shows
throughput and error probability of transmissions from the
sender in the pair. The graph in Figure 8 plots both of
simulation and analysis results at 36 and 54 Mbps. Node
throughput varies in a wide range even though nodes are in
the same carrier-sensing range. Our analysis produces small
expectation errors except for low-throughput nodes. In the

Cumulative Throughput (Mbps)

results. Setting t = 3, we get reasonable error ratios for 1 to
64 node pairs and the analysis takes O(n4 ) time. In the next
section, we present analysis results with t = 3 and K = 10.
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(b) Throughputs of 54 Mbps transmissions
Fig. 7. Throughputs of 36 Mbps transmissions. Given the number of senderreceiver pairs, 10 simulations have been performed with different random
seeds. Black bars present simulation results. Expectation from analysis is
shown by white bars. The analysis error to simulation result slightly increases
as the number of pairs grows. The maximum error for 36 Mbps transmission
is 11.5313 % when nodes are 64 pairs and the random seed is 79. For 54
Mbps, the maximum error is 5.8231 % with 64 pairs and random seed 73.

graph in Figure 9, at 36 Mbps, the maximum analysis error
is 12.2879 % with pair Id 31. For nodes at 54 Mbps, the
maximum error is only 4.2429 % (pair Id 2). In Bianchi’s
model, all nodes must have the same error probability, which
is 0.63247 in this case.
The graphs shows the accuracy of our analysis without large
variances for individual node pairs. For pair throughput, the
analysis error is small except for low-throughput nodes. A
more statistically significant result is the accuracy of expected
error probabilities. Even in the two worst cases, the error
probabilities from our analysis are almost the same as in the
simulation results. This incredibly accurate prediction clearly
proves our iteration method computes highly accurate error
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Fig. 10. Error histogram on individual throughputs at 36 and 54 Mbps.
The prediction error is computed by the ratio of the difference between
the expectation from our analysis and the results from simulations to the
simulation results. The average of prediction errors in total 4,080 cases
(including all of 36 and 54-Mbps transmission results) is 10.8463 %.
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probabilities in reasonable running time O(n4 ). The accuracy
of our method for all simulation results is further supported
by the histograms in Figures 10 through 13.
To plot error histograms, we compute the prediction error
with respect to the throughput or error probability values
observed for all node pairs in all simulations. Since we have
performed simulations with 10 different topologies, varying
the number of pairs from 1 to 64, the total number of node
pairs is 2, 040. The following error histograms show individual
frequencies for error ranges in 5 percent increments.
For throughput of each pair, the prediction error is within
20 percent in 94.42 percent of node pairs at 36 Mbps and
83.38 percent at 54 Mbps. For error probabilities, our method
predicts within a 10 % error for more than 98 % of then nodes.
These statistical results show our iteration method achieves
extreme accuracy with only a few iterations.
We also perform our analysis in cases with random distance.
Figure 12 and 13 show these results. We place receivers at
random distances in the range of 5 to 10 meters from their
senders. Each pairs are placed as in the previous simulations.
As shown in Figure 13, our iteration method can predict
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Prediction Error

0.8
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1.2

Fig. 11. Error histogram on transmission error probabilities at 36 and 54
Mbps. Our iteration method achieves highly accurate prediction. Our method
predicts within 10 % error for more than 98 % of nodes.

accurate transmission errors. Our method still shows high
accuracy even though the average prediction error is slightly
higher (4.6683 %) than fixed-distance cases (4.1884 %). For
node throughputs, the prediction error is larger than before.
That is because the number of low-throughput nodes increases
in random-distance cases, which enlarges the prediction error
with even small differences.
VI. A PPLICATION : D ELAY E NHANCEMENT
A. Overview
As an application, we present a rate assignment algorithm,
which uses our analysis method to compute the average
delivery delay of all nodes. Consider an area that has two
types of rooms: one type of rooms are big and the other type
is small. In small rooms, the sender-receiver distance is 1.25
meters on average while the average distance is 5 in large
rooms.
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Fig. 12. Error histogram on individual throughputs. We set the distance
between a sender and a receiver randomly in the range of 5 to 10 meters.
The prediction error becomes a little bit higher than fixed-distance cases.
However, the difference between the expectation and the simulation results is
only 0.134512 Mbps on average.
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Error histogram on error probabilities with random distance.

In this example, frames transmitted at 54 Mbps in small
rooms can be captured at receivers. For senders in large
rooms, however, transmitted packets are frequently lost and the
average delivery delays are high. If a lower transmission rate is
assigned to senders located in large rooms, it increases capture
probabilities of frames and reduces delivery delays. However,
the senders occupy the channel longer which increases delays
from senders in small rooms. Hence, to determine the average
delay of the entire network, we need to measure the tradeoff
of low rate assignments.
Given two available rates rlow and rhigh , Algorithm 2 shows
how to assign transmission rates to each node. The algorithm
uses a greedy approach. The idea is to pick a node, assign
the node the lower rate, rlow , and perform our analysis to
evaluate the average delay. If the average has been improved,
the assignment is accepted; otherwise, the assignment is
canceled and the node’s rate reverts to its original value,
rhigh . Intuitively, nodes with large error probabilities should

Fig. 14.

Delay enhancement in 802.11a.

be considered first for lower rate assignment and our algorithm
visits nodes in that order. Since our analysis procedures take
O(nt ) time, the total time of Algorithm 2 is O(nt+1 ).
Algorithm 2 Rate Assignment
1: Let N be a node set including all nodes in the network
2: Let M be an empty set
3: for all node i ∈ N do
4:
ratei ← rhigh
5: end for
6: Run Algorithm 1 with set N
7: while N is not empty do
8:
Let node i be a node such that has the largest error
probability in N
9:
N ← N − {i}
10:
M ← M ∪ {i}
11:
ratei ← rlow
12:
Run Algorithm 1 with set N ∪ M
13:
if The average delay is not reduced then
14:
ratei ← rhigh
15:
end if
16: end while
B. Simulation Results
Figure 14 shows simulation results. We have varied the
number of node pairs from 10 to 16 and positioned a
sender/receiver pair with distances of either 1.25 or 5 meters
on average. The probability that a pair is in a small room
is 0.5. All other simulation parameters are set as described
in Section V. For each set of pairs, we have performed
simulations with 5 random topologies and three different rate
assignment schemes. The assignment schemes are 1) all nodes
transmit at 36 Mbps, 2) at 54 Mbps, or 3) at either 36 Mbps
or 54 Mbps that is assigned to each node by Algorithm 2.
In Figure 14, the graph denoted by “Rate Assignment/MIN”
shows the minimum average delay of rate assignment schemes
1 and 2 with respect to the average delay by our assignment
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algorithm. For 10 to 16 node pairs, our rate assignment
reduces average delays by 11 percent on average. Moreover,
in all cases, our algorithm always achieves average delay less
than or at least equal to the minimums of schemes 1 and
2. We also compares our assignment algorithm with Lucent
AutoRate Fallback (ARF) [22]. In Figure 14, our algorithm’s
resulting delays are up to 10 percent smaller than what is
achieved using the ARF scheme. That is because traditional
rate adaptation schemes automatically choose the appropriate
modulation scheme (data rate) to match the channel conditions.
If packet losses are mainly due to collisions, however, such
adaptation is impossible. Because 802.11 MAC operations
cause collisions to occur following a random pattern, and
ARF rate adaptation rather reduces the channel efficiency.
In addition, rate adaptation schemes only consider the local
channel conditions at a pair of a sender and a receiver. Because
of the tradeoff of rate changing we mentioned earlier, the
schemes may not obtain optimal average delay times.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a general analytical model
to predict error probability and throughput of packet transmissions with multiple sender-receiver pairs. We have focused on
wireless networks in a small area, where senders and receivers
communicate at short distances and potential interferers are far
away. Assuming high packet capture rates, we have provided
an equation computing the total throughput based on error
probability and channel access rate.
To compute the error and access rates from given interference functions, we have developed an iterative method.
Compared to previous works, the major improvement of our
method is to consider the cumulative strength of interference
signals. This allows analyzing packet reception under any
interference from the behavior of neighbors. We also proved
that our iterative method converges.
Detailed simulation results in Qualnet are performed to
verify the accuracy of our model. In particular, our method
predicts transmission failure probabilities with extremely small
errors. The prediction errors are reduced as more concurrent
interferers are considered, which demonstrates the importance
of considering multiple interferers and the cumulative signal
strength.
We have discussed the EIFS problem and other problems
in Qualnet. We have explained the problems in detail and
how to fix them. Last, as an application of our analysis, we
present a rate assignment algorithm to reduce average delay.
Our low-complexity rate assignment algorithm can reduce the
average delays in various topologies by 11 percent.
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